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Abstract
We treat D-dimensional black holes with Killing horizon for ex-
tended Gauss–Bonnet gravity. We use Carlip method and impose
boundary conditions on horizon what enables us to identify Virasoro
algebra and evaluate its central charge and Hamiltonian eigenvalue.
The Cardy formula allows then to calculate the number of states and
thus provides for microscopic interpretation of entropy.
1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how some recent results on mi-
croscopic interpretation of black hole entropy depend on the form of gravity
action. The problem of microscopic description of black hole entropy was ap-
proached by different methods, like e.g. string theory, which treated extremal
and near extremal black holes [1], or e.g., loop quantum gravity [2]. Another
line of approach to this problem is based on conformal field theory and Vi-
rasoro algebra. Such an algebra was identified by Brown and Henneaux [3]
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in 2 + 1 dimensions and after requiring asymptotic AdS3 symmetry. The
well known Bekenstein–Hawking entropy formula for Einstein gravity black
holes was then reproduced [4]. In fact, there are essentially two independent
approaches based on conformal field theory. One particular formulation was
due to Solodukhin who reduced the problem of D-dimensional black holes to
effective two dimensional theory with fixed boundary conditions on horizon.
This effective theory admits Virasoro algebra near horizon and calculation
of its central charge allows to compute the entropy [5, 6]. Another approach
based on conformal field theory was developed by Carlip [6, 7, 8, 9]. In fact
Carlip has shown that under certain simple assumptions on boundary con-
ditions near black hole horizon, one can identify a subalgebra of algebra of
diffeomorphisms, which turns out to be Virasoro algebra. The fixed bound-
ary conditions give rise to central extension of this algebra. The entropy is
then calculated from Cardy formula [10]
SC = 2π
√( c
6
− 4∆g
)(
∆−
c
24
)
, (1)
where ∆ is the eigenvalue of Virasoro generator L0 for the state we calculate
the entropy and ∆g is the smallest eigenvalue. The corresponding entropy
reproduces Bekenstein–Hawking formula [11]
SBH =
A
4πG
, (2)
where A is area of the black hole horizon. Several aspects of diffeomorphism
algebra at horizon and its applications have been discussed in various papers
[12]. Also interesting connected developments have been proposed in alge-
braic approach [13]. Till now, similar analysis was done for Einstein gravity
and for dilaton gravity [9, 14, 6]. Here, we shall consider Gauss–Bonnet
generalization of Einstein gravity in D-dimensions [15]. In fact it is known
[16, 17] that classical entropy differs from area law in Einstein theories and
that for more general diffeomorphism invariant theory the entropy of black
hole with bifurcate horizon is
S = −2π
∫
H
ǫˆEabcdR ηabηcd . (3)
Here, H is a cross section of the horizon, ηab denotes binormal to H and ǫˆ is
induced volume element on H. The tensor EabcdR is given with
EabcdR =
∂L
∂Rabcd
. (4)
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The tensor EabcdR has all symmetries of Riemann tensor R
abcd. In this paper
we shall treat Gauss–Bonnet gravity with Lagrangian density
L = −
[D/2]∑
m=0
λmLm(g) . (5)
Here, [D] denotes integer part of D. The m-th density is
Lm(g) =
(−1)m
2m
δc1d1...cmdma1b1...ambmR
a1b1
c1d1 · · ·R
ambm
cmdm , (6)
where δb1...bka1...ak is totally antisymmetric product of k Kronecker deltas, normal-
ized to take values 0 and ±1. First few densities are L0 = 1, L1 = −R,
L2 = RabcdR
abcd − 4RabR
ab +R2. Corresponding tensor EabcdR reads
EcdR ab = −
[D/2]∑
m=0
mλm
(−1)m
2m
δcdc2d2...cmdmaba2b2...ambmR
a2b2
c2d2 · · ·R
ambm
cmdm . (7)
In particular, for Lagrangian which includes densities up to second order,
tensor EabcdR reads
Eabcd =
(
1
16π
+ 2αR
)
1
2
(
gacgbd − gadgbc
)
+ 2α
(
Rabcd − gbdRac + gadRbc − gacRbd + gbcRad
)
. (8)
The definition (3) then leads to the classical entropy [18]
S =
1
4
∫
(1 + 32πα (n−2)R) , (9)
where the integration can be made on any (D − 2)-dimensional spacelike
slice of the horizon and (n−2)R is curvature scalar computed with the induced
metric on the slice.
The problem of microscopic description for this case was treated with
Solodukhin’s method by us [19]. This method allows to obtain a relation be-
tween conformal charge and eigenvalue ∆ but not their values independently.
Consequently the relation between entropy derived with Cardy formula and
classical entropy was a proportionality relation containing an unknown pa-
rameter. The method relied also essentially on particular assumptions like
spherical symmetry.
Here we want to treat Gauss–Bonnet gravity with Carlip method, which
is using Wald’s covariant approach [20, 21, 17] and is more suitable to gener-
alizations. We shall treat general black holes with Killing horizons without
3
particular restrictions to spherical symmetry. We shall obtain separate values
of conformal charge and eigenvalues of Hamiltonian. Also due to an interest-
ing discussion about assumptions needed for these methods to be valid [22]
and for these two methods to be consistent [7] one is motivated to test the
method for different interactions. Indeed in the present derivation for Gauss–
Bonnet gravity we find consistency with Solodukhin method when the latter
is amended in the sense of Carlip proposal [7] as was done by us previously
[19].
2 Covariant phase space methods and GB grav-
ity
The covariant phase space method was developed for a general diffeomor-
phism invariant field theory [20, 21, 17]. For completeness we mention here
the main steps. One starts with a Lagrangian D-form
L[φ] = ǫL[φ] , (10)
where φ is collection of fields, and ǫ is volume D-form. Variation of L has
the form
δL[φ] = E[φ]δφ+ dΘ [φ, δφ] . (11)
Here E is the equation of motion D-form and Θ is (D− 1)-form called sym-
plectic potential. One introduces new vector field ξa defining a diffeomor-
phism, and a corresponding conserved current which is (D − 1)-form given
with
J[ξ] = Θ[φ,Lξφ]− ξ · L , (12)
Dot denotes contraction. It was shown also [21] that
J = dQ , (13)
Hamiltonian equations of motion are then
δH [ξ] =
∫
C
(δJ[ξ]− d(ξ ·Θ[φ, δφ])) , (14)
where C is a Cauchy surface. Now using (13) one obtains
δH [ξ] =
∫
∂C
(δQ[ξ]− ξ ·Θ[φ, δφ]) . (15)
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Assuming1 that a (D − 1)-form B, defined with
δ
∫
∂C
ξ ·B =
∫
∂C
ξ ·Θ , (16)
exists, then (15) can be integrated to give
H [ξ] =
∫
∂C
(Q[ξ]− ξ ·B) . (17)
Thus, as stressed in Ref. [17], Hamiltonian is a pure surface term when
evaluated on shell. Here, diffeomorphism invariance was essential and not
the particular form of equations of motion.
Consider two vector fields ξa1 , ξ
a
2 . If fields φ solve the equations of motion,
then one can show, due to vanishing of bulk constraints, that
δξ2H [ξ1] =
∫
∂C
(ξ2 ·Θ[φ,Lξ1φ]− ξ1 ·Θ[φ,Lξ2φ]− ξ2 · (ξ1 · L)) . (18)
Essential in forthcoming applications is to note that Poisson brackets of the
generators H [ξ] in the presence of boundaries can have central extension
{H [ξ1], H [ξ2]} = H [{ξ1, ξ2}] +K[ξ1, ξ2] . (19)
Due to vanishing of bulk terms
δξ2H [ξ1] = δξ2J [ξ1] , (20)
where J is the boundary term. But Dirac bracket {J [ξ1], J [ξ2]}
∗ is precisely
δξ2J [ξ1], and as a consequence one has the algebra
{J [ξ1], J [ξ2]}
∗ = J [{ξ1, ξ2}] +K[ξ1, ξ2] . (21)
Previous relations (18),(20) imply
{J [ξ1], J [ξ2]}
∗ =
∫
∂C
(ξ2 ·Θ[φ,Lξ1φ]− ξ1 ·Θ[φ,Lξ2φ]− ξ2 · (ξ1 · L)) . (22)
In this paper, we are interested in Gauss–Bonnet Lagrangian which in par-
ticular contains no derivative of Riemann tensor. For such a case symplectic
potential Θ reads as follows [17]
Θpa1...an−2 = 2ǫapa1...an−2(E
abcd
R ∇dδgbc −∇dE
abcd
R δgbc) . (23)
1See [9] for more details.
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The tensor EabcdR is already introduced in (4), and for particular Gauss–
Bonnet Lagrangian it has the specific form (7). Due to Bianchi identity
∇[eRab]cd = 0 , (24)
and antisymmetric properties of δ symbol in (7), one finds for Gauss–Bonnet
case
∇dE
abcd
R = 0 , (25)
Thus symplectic potential takes simple form
Θpa1...an−2 = 2ǫapa1...an−2E
abcd
R ∇dδgbc . (26)
and
{J [ξ1], J [ξ2]}
∗ = 2
∫
∂C
{ǫapa1...an−2
(
ξp2E
abcd
R ∇dδ1gbc − ξ
p
1E
abcd
R ∇dδ2gbc
)
−ξ2 · (ξ1 · L)} . (27)
3 Horizon as boundary
In this section we shall impose existence of Killing horizon and consider
a certain class of boundary conditions on it. These conditions have been
formulated by Carlip [9] for Einstein gravity, and we shall assume that they
hold also in the more general case treated in this paper. In particular we
assume D-dimensional spacetime M with boundary ∂M such that we have
a Killing vector χa
χ2 = gabχ
aχb = 0 at ∂M . (28)
Near horizon (”stretched horizon”) we define ρa
∇aχ
2 = −2κρa . (29)
It follows
χaρa = 0 , (30)
χa → ρa as χ2 → 0 , (31)
but χa is timelike and ρa is spacelike so that
ρ2
χ2
→ −1 as χ2 → 0 . (32)
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We introduce variations that satisfy boundary conditions near the horizon
as follows
χaχb
χ2
δgab → 0, χ
atbδgab → 0 as χ
2 → 0 . (33)
In addition we require conditions on ρ derivative
ρa∇a(gbcδg
bc) = 0, ρa∇a
(
ρbδχb
χ2
)
= ρa∇a
(
δρ2
ρ2
)
= 0 at χ2 = 0 , (34)
and we keep χa and ρa fixed. Here t
a is any unit spacelike vector tangent to
∂M . We shall consider diffeomorphisms generated by vector fields ξa where
ξa = Tχa +Rρa , (35)
with conditions
R =
1
κ
χ2
ρ2
χa∇aT everywhere , (36)
and
ρa∇aT = 0 at horizon . (37)
It is easy to check that for a one parametric group of diffeomorphisms which
satisfy (35),(36),(37) the fields χa satisfy also
{ξ1, ξ2}
a = (T1T˙2 − T2T˙1)χ
a +
1
κ
χ2
ρ2
(T1T˙2 − T2T˙1)˙ρ
a , (38)
which is a DiffS1 or DiffR algebra (T˙ ≡ χa∇aT ).
An additional requirement will be necessary as already explained in [9]
δ
∫
∂C
ǫˆ
(
κ˜−
ρ
|χ|
κ
)
= 0 , (39)
where κ˜2 = −a2/χ2, and aa = χb∇bχ
a is the acceleration of an orbit of χa.
This condition will guarantee existence of generators H [ξ], and for diffeomor-
phisms (35), that satisfy T˙α = λαTα, will imply∫
∂C
ǫˆTαTβ ∼ δα+β . (40)
Now we want to find the central term which from (21) can be calculated
as
K[ξ1, ξ2] = {J [ξ1], J [ξ2]}
∗ − J [{ξ1, ξ2}] . (41)
In evaluating (22) we integrate over (D − 2)-surface H, which is the inter-
section of Killing horizon χ2 = 0 with the Cauchy surface C. As usual we
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introduce two null normals on H. One is Killing vector χa and the other is
future directed null normal Na = ka−αχa− ta, where ta is tangent to H and
has a norm t2 = 2α−α2χ2, and ka = − (χa − ρa|χ|/ρ) /χ2. Now the volume
element can be written as
ǫbca1...an−2 = ǫˆa1...an−2ηbc + . . . , (42)
where only the first term contributes to the integral, and binormal ηab is
ηab = 2χ[bNc] =
2
|χ|ρ
ρ[aχb] + t[aχb] . (43)
Let us evaluate the first term in integral (22). Due to our boundary condition
on horizon, the leading order term in χ2 is
∇dδgab ≡ ∇d∇aξb +∇d∇bξa (44)
= −2χdχaχb
T¨
χ4
+ 2χdχ(aρb)
( ...
T
κχ2ρ2
+
2κT˙
χ4
)
. (45)
Also
ξb2ηab = R2χa + T2ρa +O(χ
2) . (46)
Thus, the first term of (22) becomes
EabcdR (R2χa + T2ρa)
(
−2χdχaχb
T¨
χ4
+ 2χdχ(aρb)
( ...
T
κχ2ρ2
+
2κT˙
χ4
))
. (47)
At this stage it is useful to use symmetries of EabcdR which are those of Rie-
mann tensor so we have antisymmetry in a ↔ b (and c ↔ d). For instance
terms proportional to χaχbχcχd will drop out and so many other. We end
with
2EabcdR χ[aρb]χ[cρd]
(
T2
...
T 1
κχ2ρ2
+
2κT2T˙1
χ4
)
. (48)
Using (43) and neglecting nonleading terms we get
4EabcdR χ[aρb]χ[cρd] = |χ|
2ρ2EabcdR ηabηcd , (49)
so that the first term of (22) becomes
1
2
EabcdR ηabηcd
(
2κT2T˙1 −
T2
...
T 1
κ
)
+O(χ2) . (50)
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The second term is exactly zero due to equation (25) which is valid for
Gauss–Bonnet gravity.
To evaluate contribution from third term in (27) we see using definition
(35) of vector field ξa that
ξ2 · (ξ1 · L) =
χ2
κ
ǫˆL(T1T˙2 − T˙1T2) = O(χ
2) , (51)
since Lagrangian is finite on horizon. Finally, we get
{J [ξ1], J [ξ2]}
∗ =
1
2
∫
H
ǫˆa1...an−2E
abcd
R ηabηcd ×
×
(
1
κ
(T1
...
T 2 − T2
...
T 1)− 2κ(T1T˙2 − T2T˙1
)
. (52)
Next we need to calculate the Noether charge
Qc3...cn = −E
abcd
R ǫabc3...cn∇[cξd] . (53)
Analogous procedure leads to
Qc3...cn = −
1
2
EabcdR ηabηcd
(
2κT −
T¨
κ
)
ǫˆc3...cn . (54)
Using the same method, we can calculate
J [{ξ1, ξ2}] = −
1
2
∫
H
ǫˆa1...an−2E
abcd
R ηabηcd(
2κ(T1T˙2 − T2T˙1)−
1
κ
(T˙1T¨2 − T¨1T˙2 + T1
...
T 2 −
...
T 1T2)
)
.(55)
Now we are able to deduce central charge from (21)
K[ξ1, ξ2] = −
1
2
∫
H
ǫˆa1...an−2E
abcd
R ηabηcd
1
κ
(T˙1T¨2 − T¨1T˙2) . (56)
4 Conformal charge and entropy
In previous sections we have introduced constraint algebra (21) where we have
calculated various terms. As explained in [9], this algebra can be connected
to the Virasoro algebra of diffeomorphisms of the circle or the real line. One
introduces another condition which will ensure that (21) indeed coincides
with Virasoro algebra. For this purpose we define the parameter v of the
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orbits of the Killing vector χa∇av = 1 and consider functions T1,T2 of v and
angular coordinates on horizon such that they satisfy
1
A
∫
H
ǫˆT1(v, θ)T2(v, θ) =
κ′
2π
∫
dvT1(v, θ)T2(v, θ) , (57)
where A =
∫
H
ǫˆ is the area of the horizon and 2π/κ′ is period in the variable
v of the functions T (v, θ). In fact we can be more specific. For rotating black
hole
χa = ta +
∑
Ωiψ
a
i , (58)
where ta is time translation Killing vector, ψai are rotational Killing vectors
with corresponding angles ψi and angular velocities Ωi. We shall sometimes,
instead of variables t, ψi connected with orbits of t
a, ψai , work with variables
(v, θi) connected with orbits of χ
a, θai = ψ
a
i . Then v = t, θi = ψi − Ωiv, and
we choose for diffeomorphism defining functions Tn
Tn =
1
κ′
ein(κ
′v+
∑
φi(ψi−Ωiv)) (59)
=
1
κ′
ein(κ
′v+
∑
φiθi) . (60)
These functions are of the form
Tn(v, θi) =
1
κ′
einκ
′vfn(θi) . (61)
They satisfy
1
A
∫
ǫˆTnTm = δn+m,0
1
κ′2
, (62)
and in particular
1
A
∫
ǫˆfnfm = δn+m,0 . (63)
At this point classical Virasoro condition can be checked in the form
{Tm, Tn} = −i(m − n)Tm+n . (64)
Also we see that condition (57) is fullfilled and thus enables us to obtain
full Virasoro algebra with nontrivial central term K[Tm, Tn] which can be
calculated from (56)
iK[Tm, Tn] =
(
κ′
κ
)
Aˆ
8π
m3δm+n,0 , (65)
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where
Aˆ ≡ −8π
∫
H
ǫˆa1...an−2E
abcd
R ηabηcd . (66)
Here, we have used that metric does not depend on variables θi on which
diffeomorphism defining functions Tn depend. That enabled us to factorize
the integral in (56). Finally, we obtain Virasoro algebra
i{J [ξ1], J [ξ2]}
∗ = (m− n)J [Tm+n] +
c
12
m3δm+n,0 , (67)
and central charge c is equal to
c
12
=
Aˆ
8π
κ′
κ
. (68)
Now, we want to calculate the value of the Hamiltonian. This is given with
the first term in relation (17) where the second term can be neglected2. This
first term can be calculated from (53) and
T0 =
1
κ′
. (69)
Thus,
J [T0] = −
∫
H
ǫˆa1...an−2E
abcd
R ηabηcd
κ
κ′
, (70)
or
∆ ≡ J [T0] =
κ
κ′
Aˆ . (71)
Before analyzing Cardy formula we note following relations between con-
formal charge and eigenvalue ∆
c∆
12
=
(
Aˆ
8π
)2
, (72)
or
1
12
c
∆
=
(
κ′
κ
)2
. (73)
We are interested in calculating entropy via Cardy formula (1). Thus
S =
Aˆ
4
√
2−
(
κ′
κ
)2
. (74)
2 As in Einstein case, condition (39) enables us to factorize ξ ·Θ into 1
2
Eabcd
R
ηabηcd ×
δ(terms that vanish on shell), which together with (16) implies that
∫
H
ξ ·B vanishes on
shell.
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Thus entropy is proportional to the classical entropy (3). The constant of
proportionality is dimensionless. The proportionality relation becomes equal-
ity when we take for the period of functions Tn the period of the Euclidean
black hole [9], [23], [19].
In that case
S =
Aˆ
4
= −2π
∫
EabcdR ηabηcd , (75)
and also c/12 = ∆. This formula can be written in more explicit form using
specific properties of Gauss–Bonnet gravity. In fact for Gauss–Bonnet gravity
it was shown that
EabcdR ηabηcd = −
1
8π
− 4α (n−2)R , (76)
where (n−2)R is curvature scalar computed with the induced metric on hori-
zon. This relation was demonstrated using Gauss–Codazzi relation
(n−2)R = (n)R− 2tabRab + t
actbdRabcd + . . . , (77)
where dots denote ”external curvature terms”. These additional terms can be
neglected due to the fact that bifurcation surface can be chosen for integration
and the fact that the integral is the same for any section of a stationary
horizon [16]. Here,
tab = −nanb + rarb (78)
is the metric for H and na, ra are unit timelike and spacelike normals. Now,
EabcdR ηabηcd = −
1
8π
− 4α(R + 2Racηadηcd −
1
2
Rabcdηabηcd) (79)
= −
1
8π
− 4α (n−2)R . (80)
Here, first equality is due to explicit form of Gauss–Bonnet Lagrangian and
second equality is due to identity ηadηcdg
bd = −tac and Gauss–Codazzi rela-
tion (77). Thus,
Aˆ = A + 32πα
∫
H
ǫˆ
(n−2)R , (81)
and expression (75) for entropy becomes
S =
A
4
+ 8πα
∫
H
ǫˆ
(n−2)R , (82)
This is exactly the classical result (9). Similarly for general GB case the
expression (75) can also be written as [24].
S = −4π
[D
2
]∑
m=1
mλm
∫
ǫˆ Lm−1 , (83)
12
where Lm is evaluated using induced metric on H.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have tried to make a progress in the efforts to give mi-
croscopic interpretation to entropy formulas for more general theories then
Einstein theory. Here, the D-dimensional extended Gauss–Bonnet theory
was considered. It was shown that using Carlip method [9] and asking cer-
tain boundary conditions near black hole horizon one can define an algebra
of diffeomorphisms containing Virasoro algebra as its subalgebra.
Calculation of central charge enables, with the help of Cardy formula, to
find the entropy which is as expected different than area law but agrees with
Gauss–Bonnet entropy as derived in [17], [18].
The result is more general then alternative derivation by us in reference
[19], because here we do not have to restrict ourselves to spherical symmetry.
Also here it is possible to calculate separately central charge and eigenvalue of
Virasoro generator L0. It is also encouraging that it shows that two methods
give consistent results.
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